Hierank Business School

A 42, Institutional Area, Sector 62 Gautam Budh Nagar, Noida, Uttar Pradesh- 201307

Route Direction
From Nizamuddin Bridge: Hierank Business School is about 13 Km’s away. Take NH24 (Ghaziabad-Hapur) highway for next 10 Km’s. Nearly 2 km’s after crossing the UP-Delhi border look for a signage of National Institute of Training of Highway Engineers and turn right immediately thereafter.

You are now in Sector 62. Leave the first and Second Left turn, and take the third left move ahead in a straight road, just before the T point, VENUE would be on your left.

From DND flyover, move straight till the end T point, take right and second left drive till T point take right and then left from Labour Chowk. From 2nd right cut take right and move ahead in a straight road, just before the T- Point VENUE would be on your left.

From Kalindi Kunj drive straight and cross Noida City Centre Metro station and after around 3-4 km’s take left (road connects to NH-24) towards Sai Mandir, cross Fortis Hospital red light and from next red light take left and venue will be second building on right.